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SgCRETINODIS 

CHECK LIST 

ISRAEL, MARCH 21 

General Observations 

Mood was of disappointment, bordering on disillusionment regarding 
Israeli conduct of this negotiation. 

Serious questionipg that Israel can be worked with in a future towards 
peace. 

Reaction to Specific Points 

1. Non use for force 

Israeli formula acceptable, except last phrase in 3rd paragraph 
which goes beyond language of disengagement agreement. 

2. Syria 

Satisfactory oral assurance to us. Sadat said, If Syria attacks 
Israel, and it is confirmed by the lJNforce, Egypt will not attack 
Israel. Seem to say it also applied to a Syrian initiated war of 
attrition against Israel. 

3. Dlra tion } 

Present formula is open ended: "The United Nations emergency 
force will continue in its function" and "will be extended annually"•, 

Unwilling to give a three or four year commitment. 

4. Other Elements of Belligerency -- Defac~ , 

Nothing new on selective easing of boycott, possibility of getting 
something more but not much. 

5. Military Aspects 

!.}~~·~,Rejected strongly and categorically line going through the passes..(~ :lik~ .. - 

\~~:) _ . :~. ejected cate~~~f5~H~c~?ea of an enclave arouild the oil fields. 
', . ..,. / E.O.t '~A "'-"';! 'j 

.....----...--_. 



SECRB'f1/NODIS 

Insists on principle that neither Egypt nor Israel 
would be in the passes. 

Feels that Israelis have Aqaba, he should exercise 
influence in the Gulf of Suez. 

No real interest in monitoring station, though this is 
probably still open. 

Pressing for Egyptian line west of the passes. Maybe 
they co~ld be persuaded to limit forward movement to 
the present Israeli zone of limitation with large 
buffer zones in between. What are problems for 
Israel connected with this? 

Possibility of establishing separate demilitarized 
UN zone in South around oil fields. 

6. Scenario for Break-up 

To be discussed if Rabin decides not to take latest 
proposal to Cabinet. 

Attached are: 

Tab A: The latest Israeli formulation on the non-use 
of force. 

Tab B: Draft announcement of breaking off talks. 

Tab C: The last Fahmy paper as you wished to present it 
to the Israelis (minus three paragraphs). 

Tab D: The basic Israeli paper and earlier formulations. 
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<po, 
Egypt and Israel resolve that 'fJe conflict between them shal t. , . 
not be solved by milita~ means.and can only be solved by

" , I , . , ' 

pe~ceful mt-a,ns. .' .• i ;" . . ..": 

'Th~ hereb: undertake not to reso~ to the threat or use-of" 
: .. 

fo ce agai~st each other and to settle all disputes between 

.~ . 

th 

i ~ ;:~.~!.~ 

by n10tiations and other peaceful means. The Parties '. -
" ., . 

wi give written assurances to the USG to this affect. 
-,: . . . I t " > q• 

, .~ 
" ,'i: 

~.. '. ',-. 

Th~ confirm their obligation to scrupulously observe the 

ceasefire ~n land, S~~ and air and to ~efrain from all milita~ 
.or rara-llli1;itaI'Y actions against ea~h other and f ..... assfstf"? " 

: in 11 ita, pr para:nilita~ actions· against ~e other party. _ 
. . I ' , _, ~ ' ,i " : • 

; ~'. ~. .t 
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, " , (~on-:U$e of force) , ' " 
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Mar~h 20, 1975 
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Considering that the Middle East crisis will not 

ul·timately be solved by rr.ilitary force but rather by 

peaceful means; 

Desirous to reach ultimately the final and just 

peaceful, settlement prescribed by Security Council 

Resolution 338 and as a signi,ficant step towards,that 

end, Egypt and Israel agree to conclude the following 
, I

disengagement agreement: 

1 The agreement should include total withdrawal 

o~ Israeli forces to the east of the passes and from the 

oilfielas including the town of El ~or. 

2~ The new lines will be drawn on the following 

basis: 

a) the Israeli forces will withdraw from··their 

present line to a new line east of thepassesJ
i 

Ib) the Egyptian forces will move up to the 

,:"estern ITntrance of .the passes; 

II c) the area between the E9Y1?tian line and the 
; I 

Israeli ~line will be a zone of disengagement in which 
i;
II 

the united Nations Emergency Force (UNEF) will be !:~:~, I 

I' ''i:) /stationed;
I, i""
I' ~ 
I d) the area between the new Israeli line and 
r 

a line ten ,kilometers to the east of it will be limited 
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3- I s1:'2.81 and Egypt~1ould b~ prepared to give a 

formal aS3uxance in writing to the u.s. Goverfui.ent of 

their intention not to resort· to the use of force' for 
I 

the duration of this agreement and as long as the process 
I 

for reac~ing a just and durable peace is continuing in 
I

ac",orda7"l .... a ,'liti, ti"'--- letter and the spirit oi. Security.... ~-I"''''' """ 
Council ~esolution33S and o'cher relevailt UN resolution3o 

I 
I}- i Nothing in -tilis agreem~mt would prevent Egypt 

I " 
from exe~cioing its right to 8eli-def~nca under article 51 

I . 

of the up Charter. 
I 

5- I The United Nations EI\;9rgency Force '''ill continue 
1 ' 

i 
in its function and its manda i;;3 \.vil1 be extended annually.

I' 
i II,
I, 

6- i IA. cCE:.,.-uitt.ee under the al,lspices of the Un~ted Nations 
! ! 

or -che ci1ai:nnanoi:1ip of th8 UN Chief of Staff ~'1ill ba 
i: 

establis~1-2d in order that mili-cary representatives of 
I', : 

the part:,es discuss, in the zone of disengagement, 
, 1 

!! .. -1= •• 1 . f .problems; :arl.sl.ng ... rom tne ~np ementaiaon 0 tlll.S agreement. 
it 

~ ! 

/.',.. ~ 

http:arl.sl.ng
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a n2~~2= as to indicate the willingness of the Israelis 

to C2::l0::..stra:te their desire for peace, namely that no 

roads or i~:3tal1at,ions or equipment of tha oilfields be 

destro:}'ec. or transferred from their present location 

either Israel or the remaining occupied territories. 

8- The agreement should have as an annex a fixed time-
I

table ildicating the various phases of the implemantation 

of the a;greement bearing in mL"ld that the full iF..ple-
Imentatiin should be terminated within three months of the 

Signatu~~ of the agreement and that Egypt" receives all ' 

oilfielas 't'lithin two ,,,eeks of the .signing of the present 

agreemeJt. 

9-' Nothing in this agreement precludes th3 reconvening 

of the Geneva Conference \'lhich is to take place at the 
I 	 ' 

earliesirPOSSible date with the participation of all.the 

parties !concerned for the purpose of reaching a peaceful
i 1 


. ji. . .
settlement of the l1l.ddle 2ast problem ~n accordance w~th 
i I 

,. l:i • 
Secur~t~t Counc~l Resolution 338. 

i, 

Thia disengagem~mt agreemant is not regardad by10-+:
i 
~ ] 

~ 

i;	
, ! 

Israel as a final peace agreement. 

I 


i! 


Egypt and 

·1 : 
11~: 'l'his disengag8~2nt agreement~ remains valid 

until s.Jparseded by a ne~'1 agreamant. 

~--~--.~~.".~- ..- ..--:-.-~--... ~ ......:..-- ~""-~.---;'''''',-''.~~~'''''-''''' .........~':"------ ....~ ..----,-------- ... ~- ........-----.- ..... 




New article 3 

3- Israel and Egypt would be prepared to give a 

formal assurance in writing to the U.S. Government of 

their intention not to resort to the use of force for 
I " 

the durJtion"of this agreement. 

", 
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NON-USE OF FORCE 


• Egypt and Israel hereby undertake in the relations between themselves 

not to resort to the use of force and to resolve all disputes between 
; I' 
:: i" 

them by negotiations and other peaceful means. 

They will refrain from permitting, encouraging ,ass isting ,or participating 
~ • f 

in any military, paramilitary or hostile actions, from any warlike 01'. 
1 

hostile acts and any other form of warfare or hostile activity against 

tqe.other Party anywhere • ..... 
I 

. i < 

, .' 

~ 

Note: This ~ndertaking will not be linked to anything (duratloll. 

peace process etc). 

Marc 17, .1975 

Y·A .. : ' 

,. .,.' ,." 
. i··, 

i· 
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• NON-USE OF FORCE, 

"., 
~: t· 

Egypt and Israe1 hereby undertake in the relations between themselves. 
I 	 . r 1.1 

not to resort to the use of force and to resolve a11 disputes between 

them by n~got iat i oris and other peaceful mea ns. They wH \ refra i n from 

all milit~ry or paramilitary actions, from any warlike and hostile acts 

and any 	~lher fO~~ of warfare. 

.. . 

/\ 

NOTE 	 T?is undertaking will not be linked to anything (duration. 

peace process etc). 


:-'10- - -' 

,. 	 ,. 

I' 
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Harch 17, 1975 
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ADDITIONAL UNDERTAKINGS' 
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"(1) 	 This ag~ent will remain in force until superseded by a peace-

IlgrcCDlt.. 

(2) 	 Undcrtn~1ngs regarding the duration of th. agreement. 

, 
I 

I 	 _ 
(3) 	 T~oipJrt1c5 recognizQ that the conflict betwaen thtm cannot ba 

I 
sol~cd by 1orce. 	 . 

1 

. , 

Otiler 	Fa 'I' ,lotions to b~ included 

(a) This is not a peaca Dgreement it is a significant stop 
tm'1Urds -just and lasting peace botueon them (in accordlneo ••• etc.) 

(b) nCfoTonccs in th~ agreement to soma of-the practicol ntops agreed. 

iI • 

[... 
I 

II 
i 
I 

I' 
I 

,

i!
I 

~tarch 17 "i 1975, 
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\.I PROPOS ED MAIN ELEMENTS OF AGREEMENT 
, 

BETWEEN EGYPT AND ISRAEL 

i· 

• 

j'~. Agreement to stand'on its own two feet 
", i: I i 

(1) The agreement will be bi-lateral between Egypt and I~rael. 

~r--'l It is not linke~ to an agreement with other Arab countries 
~. 
I 

[

I 
. I 

I 

l7;--J _I 


and does not cr~ate a pattern for other discussions or 
settlements. Neither are there any priqr ~onditions attached.. 
to its acceptanGe. 

, 


Th~ proposed agreement is not the final settlement between 

, . . 

Egypt and Israel, but further settlements are not an element 
• ! '. I ': 

or an implied c~nd1tion to the executiqn and continued 
v~lidity of this agreement until superseded bY'a new agreement. 

.. I , • '. 

(2). rrog~ess towards peace 

The app~oach to peac~ and the further devel~pment of element~ of 
peaceful relations, ~ill find its expressi~n in suitable 
fonnula~i~n and in c~ncrete and practical a~rangements. 

lIt is p~oposedthat the agreement refer to its declared aim pf 
. [the fur~herance of p~ace between the parties and' to its bein~ 

:a significant step towards the establishment of a just and lasting'
I . 'I '. 

,Peace between Egypt and Israel. i.~ 
t.: 

I 

:Furtheri11ore, the concrete arrangements based on the agreement 
~hi ch wi\l express a~d ~efl ect thi s progres~ towards peace wi 11 • 
I, I 

:inter alia, be as follows ., ,.. ,.,.
I 
i 

fOAO
1'Y: .. :'····i i <~ 

~!.E,I} :"" .•. ' .1.:I
I 
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I~' \ ":.,
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!, \' 
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(a) Open bridges for tourists, family visits, goods etc., 
(b) Non-restriction on ships, planes or travellers 

because of call 'or visit to the territory of the 
other party. 

(c) Abstention from hostile propaganda. 
(d) Suspension of economic warfare and boycott practices. 
(e) Cessation of anti-Israel diplomatic pressures in 

: third countries and international bodies. '. , 
(f) . Freedom of navigation ori high seas, straits and 

waterways and freedom of flight over them., 
, (g) . Ri ght 'of: pa'ssage through the Canal. 
I
I , .' (h) 	 Eitablishment of Joint Coninittee's with supervision· 

teams to ,oversee execution .of agreement. 
'" 1 	 ; . 
, '. 

(3) 	 Non-use o~ force 

'- .! 
'.: J 

(4) 


The agreement will express the resolve of the parties to refrain 
from any further threat or use of force' against each other and 
the decision to settle all disputes between themselves by: : ~ 
negotiations and other peaceful means. The document will contain 
'the undertaking of the renunci ati on of bell i gerency. cl early' 
and in its appropr~ate legal wording. The agreement will be!made 
public. 

Both parties will add a formal guara~tee that they will not 
parti cipate, di rectly or indi rectly. in any hostil ities between 
the other party and any other state or forces 'or provide: " 
assistance of any kind to states or forces involved in such 
hostilities. " 

I 
Arrangements on the ground 
• i 

; I 	 (a)' lhe area- evacuated by Israel 'will be establ i shed as a 
buffer zone between the forces. 

(b) 	 A defined area of limited armaments and forces east of 
the new line will be established. 

(c) 	 The present area of limited armaments and forces west of 
Line A, establi~hed by the agreement of January 1974~ remains 
unchanged. 	 . 



- 3 

", 	 (d) Supervision will be carried out by the UN and by the 
• 	 Joint Committees and Supervision teams established 

(see 2(h». 

(e) 	 Alert systems of each party in the vacated zone to 
prevent surprise attack is proposed. 

""" "(f) 	 There wi 11 be aeri a 1 reconna i ssance mi ss ions by a ~ rcraft 
of both sides. 

(g) 	 The arrangements.wil1 be contained in a Protocol attached 
to the agreement. ' 

. 
1 

(5) 0 ration 
. 	 . 

(a) 	 The agreement will be in force until superseded by a new 
" . agreement; no time-limit to the present agreement will 

" be set. 
(b) 	 Egypt will give an undertaking via the USG that it will 

not demand a new agreement or a further withdrawal for 
an agreed period. 

(c) 	 The mandate of the supervisory organ .will be for an 
indefinite period. 

(d) 	 There will be an agreed timetable for the implementation 
of the agreement. S~age one wiJl be a preparatory one. 

II 

I i1	 · G"(6) 	 Re atlon to eneva 

-r:- 

i 	 The agreement should find its expression in the position of 
the parties,if and when the Geneva Conference is renewed. The 

I" 	 14 " " 
I " intention of the parties expressed in'the agreement, generaily .I 	 .' . 

. and in its detailed provisions, has to find its continued 
II effect 	in the approaches and ~ttitudes taken in Geneva. in 

a way ..to' be 'agreed upon. • • 

I 
I 


I 
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(7) 	 Lines 

The question of the l"ines will 'be developed subsequently" 
after the consideration and discussion of the six points, 

mentioned above and on their basis. 

.. 
·0 . 

., 
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MEMORANDUM 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

~ECRE~/NODm/XGDS 

MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION 

PARTICIPANTS: 	 Yitzhak Rabin, Prime Minister of Israel 

Yigal Allon, Deputy Prime Minister and 


Minister of Foreign Affairs 
Shimon Peres, Minister of Defense 
Simcha Dinitz, Ambassador to the United States 
Lt. Gen. Mordechai Gur, Chief of Staff 

Mordechai Gazit, Director General, Prime 
Minister's Office 

Avraham Kidron, Director General, Ministry 
of Fore ign Affair s 

Dr. Henry A. Kiss~nger, Secretary of State and 
Assistant to the President for National 
Security Affairs 

Amb. Kenneth Keating, U. S. Ambassador to 
Israel 

Joseph J. Sisco, Under Secretary of State for 
Political Affairs 

Alfred L. Atherton, Jr., Assistant Secretary 
of State for Near Eastern and South Asian 
Affairs 

Harold H. Saunders, Deputy Assistant Secretary 
m:GtIr:~:~"i1;:D /i:t;.tL...~ of State for Near Eastern and South Asian 

Eu..:~: " <::,} oS r- 't/n/o:J 
. : "-. : ... ,~.' ;~.-... Affairs 

Robert B. Oakley, NSC Staff/%;;l¢J 
Pete r W. Rodman, NSC Staff 

DATE AND TIME: 	 Friday, March 21, 1975 
10:10 p.m. - 12:10 a.m. 

PLACE: 	 Prime Minister's Office 

Jerusalem 


[The Secretary arrived at 10:10 p.m. and conferred with the 
Prime Minister, Foreign Minister and Defense Minister in 
the Prime Minister's private office until 11: 59 p. m. The 
full meeting convened briefly. ] 

~IH'1 ,4. /t",."'.!"," 
- - ---- - - -_._- - ..- - -,---
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~CRE~/NODm/XGDS 2. 

Kissinger: Basically we just went over the whole position again, and as 

I understand the Israeli Cabinet decision, it was basically to reaffirm 

the original decision. 


Rabin: Basically. 


Kissinger: The Prime Minister and his colleagues thought we ought to 

meet again tomorrow. We would all profit from a day of reflection. 

We would send off a message to the Egyptians to see if there are any 

reflections there. [Me ssage sent is at Tab A]. 


Rabin: Not to raise any illusions there. 


Kissinger: No. 


When are we going to see what your thinktank produced? We read 
so much about it. 


Sisco: I would recommend a reduction by one! There are too many 

lawyers. 


Peres: If our thinktank would be able to make us a ten-million nation 

instead of a three -million nation, it would help our problem. 


Kissinger: Fahmy is getting good at public relations. 


Sisco: He is a master. Very subtle. 


Kissinger: We will send a message to the Egyptians. Just as we will 

raise no expectations with the Egyptians, you should have no illusions 

about what we will get back. 


Peres: [Reads from Egyptian press statement:] What Bashir says is: 
"Egypt made proposals which should make possible an agreement." Where 
are the new proposals? 

Kissinger: They consider demilitarization a major proposal. 

Sisco: And they dropped the idea of equidistance from the passes. 

Peres: "And Egypt is prepared to be flexible. " 
..

t ~...~'; \,,:~.>_, 
, , " 

<.\ 
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-SECRET /NODIS / XGDS 3. 

Kissinger: The passes are mentioned. As long as the passes are 
evacuated, they give up their insistence on being there. 

Peres: They mention only Abu Rudeis. 

Kissinger: That is interesting. 
the 

Gur: Radio Cairo says/negotiations would explode. 

Kissinger: Explode? 

Gur: Yes. 

Kissinger: Fail? 

Gur: I asked our people to check all the announcements. 

Kissinger: They have a dual problem. This is designed for you. 

I sent them a message this afternoon saying they had to be ready 
for a suspension. So this is preparing for that. 


Peres: [Reads] "Four more trips by Dr. Kissinger will bring us closer 

to an agreement. " 


Allon: They are inviting you to visit again. I told you. 


Rabin: You will go to Masada tomorrow? 


Kissinger: Yes. 

.',:, 

Rabin: We will meet at 6:00 tomorrow. 


Peres: Did the barber get pUblicity for the haircut? 


Dinitz: Since we decided there would be no leakages to the press, we 

didn't leak it to the press. [Laughter] 


Kissinger: Do we have to say something to the press? 


Pere s: We can say we reported to you on the Cabinet discussions and 

we will re st tomorrow and meet again tomorrow. 


[The meeting ended. The remarks by Peres and Kissinger 

to the pre ss are at Tab B. ] 


~EeRET/NODlli/XGDS 
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TAG~: OVIP (KISSINGER, HENRY A.) 

SUSJ: M~SSAGE FOk PR~SIOENT SADAT 


1. PLE~SE CONTACT FAHHY AND PASS uN FOLLO~ING MESSAGE FROM 

M~ FOR HIM AND PHtSIDENT SACAT.

2. THE ISRAtLI CABINET ~ET YESTERUAY AFTEkNUON'ANU EVENING fOR 

5-1/2 110UrcS, FOLLOwllllG \'IHICH I MET AGAIN FOt; TWO HOURS .. 
~ITH THE IS~AtLI NEGOTIATING TEAM. I MU~T ~~PORT THAT 


. THeRE H,:.S bc.EN NO CtlAtlGE H' TI1El~ POSl TLON. TODAY Bt::lNG Tt-4E 
S~bd~TH HER~, ~E MA~E AG~EED TO MEET AGIN THIS tVt::NING AT 6:00 PM.FOR 
ONE MORE GO.AROUND. ~~TWE~N NO~ ~hD-Tt~~, THE~E AHE T~O. . 
QUESTIONS c~ ~HICh 1 NEED EbYPTIAN ADVICE; (~) IF THERE 
ARE ANY .t. sP i::. C T 5 fJ F THEt::GyP T IAtJ PuS IT! 0Nk HIe i1 TI1 t: V"' 
HAVE ~OT REVEALED TO ME, 15 TMETIME TO TELL ME 

So THAT I CAN us~ ThEM TOatST ADVA~T~Gf IN MY TALKS 

HER~. FOR. HiE PloiE5I.vEI~·T'S MtD f"rlMY'S INFORI'1ATluN, . 

Trl~ QUESTION ~MICH SetMS TO LOOM PlHTICULARLY LARGE IN I.' 

!S~.t:.El.I. EYES I3 PiJlT Of THE DdRIITIO~ OF Tht:: AGRf:.EMENT. I, 


Af'lO OF iH~ lJNf:.F ~ANlJ~TE. I HAVE NO lUcAS TO SuG~~ST" \\, 

'. /' 

I ~~ THIS Rf.. GAR 0 ~ U T S 1 MPl. Y M E ~.JT I (I ~! TIi I S P. E(. ,\ uSE I T \0;') 

H,S tlfEN 5THESSEC'SO ~~~H ~y ThE ISH~tLIS. THERE IS, ' 

-&C-~ET-
jdrz... /0/t1 do / tJ-3 

NOT TO BE REPRODUCED WITHOUT THE AUTHORIZATION OFTHE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 

http:t-IOOS.00
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'HowEVER, ONE POINT.WHicH 1 THINK MIGHT GREATLY 

STRENGTHEN MY ~AND IN T~YING TU M~DIFY TH~ ISHAELI 


. POSITIOh ON TnE LINE OF WIlhDHA~AL.·IF EGyPl CO~LU 
AGR~E TO T~E MAINTENANC~ OF OhE l~RAE~I ~ARLY WARNIN& 
INSTALLATION ~EnAIN1NG IN T~E SUFfER ZONE IN THE PASSES, 
THIS wOULD cE OF PAkTICUL~R HeLP IN INFLUENCING 
T~E POSITION OF-ThE ISkAELl MILITARY. IF ~GYPT COULD 
AGREE TO THIS, IT WOULD, OF cou~sa, HAV~ TO 6~ UNUER
STOOD TKAT THER~ ~O~LD ALsoHAV~ To Bt AH E~YPTIAN EARLY' 
wAR~ING STATION IN T~E5UFFER ZON~.C~) If THE lS~AELIS' 
HOLD TO THEIR PRESENt POSITION IN OUR MEETING THIS EVENING, 1 
SEE TH~EE CPTIO~S A5 TO HOW I CAN PROCEEU' AND WOULD LIK~-
iC KNO";" WH·ICHONE TH~.·PRC;S:a:OENT AND fAHMY P~E~'tJq' 0) . 
I C~.N Ar-.r-.UUNCE THE SU~PC;NS lUi" OF THe. i.·E~OT I.A i IONS HERE' 
AND GO DIREcTLY' t10Mr.J (2) I CA-N- ANNOUIIICE.j-THE SU~PENSION 
H~RE AhD sTOP· IN AS~AN ~N.TH~·~AY H00~' OK (3) I CAN 
GO TO AS~AN ~ND A~NOUNC~ THE SUSPEN~ION T"E~E. 

- 

: 3. IWA~T YOU TO GET ACR~SS TO FAHMy THAT KEARE 

FACING A 5~HICUS SITU,TION~ I ~ILL~' OF CUURSE, CONTINUE 


. TO I') E EVE!of YT H I t'\ G 1· C".N . TOG E. T 5(j Pi E M 0 vEMc: NT· I NTH E .. 

ISRAELI POSrTIQ~ ~~O ~E ~U5T RESERVE FINA~ JUOGMENT 


. UNTIL. .!FTER ThIS EV'~Nl"''' IS MC:~T"'I~~ l1t::riE.HE· . 

MUST, HO~tVER~ FACE UP TO ~ERY ~E~L~pOSSI9ILITY T~AT 
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~[EMORANDUM 

THE \\'IIITE HO USE 

G WASIfIN(;TOS
~SENSITIVE 

March 22, 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR: tJff\~THE PRESIDENT 
FROM: 

/ BRENT SCOWCROFT @ 
Secretary Kissinger asked that I pass you the following report. 

"1. The Israeli cabinet completed five hours of discussion 
today, and we were informed later this evening by Rabin and 
his colleagues that the cabinet made no new modifications 
in the Israeli position and reaffirmed the position previouslyconveyed to us. 

2. Your letter arrived before the end of the cabinet meeting, 
and we understand it was read to the entire cabinet. From my 
two hours of discussions alone with Rabin, Allon and Peres, 
it was clear that the letter had shaken them and all three 
seemed to be beginning to realize the consequences of Israeli 
intransigence. As a result, Rabin asked that no suspension of 
the talks be announced, and that they will think matters over 
tomorrow. We will reconvene again at 6:00 P.M. Israeli timeSaturday. 

3. My impression continues to be that the three key members 
of the negotiating team want an agreement, particularly in the 
aftermath of your letter, but they do not seem to know how to 
get out of the hole domestically they have dug for themselves. 
Sadat has given them two options: Egyptian forces would be in 
the western part of the passes while Israeli forces would be in 
the eastern part of the passes; or alternatively, the forces 
of neither side being in the passes with the UN taking it over 
in its entirety. Israel finds both these proposals unacceptable 
and has offered a smaller withdrawal largely because they have 
nailed themselves to such a position domestically. As to the 
oil fields, Israel is willing to give Egypt a small enclave with
in Israeli controlled territory. Sadat is equally insistent 
that the area along the Gulf of Suez, including the Abu Rudeis 
oil fields, should be a UN buffer zone in which neither side'fo 
forces are located. He feels he cannot have Egyptians cross; 
Israeli territory to get to the oil fields. We have not bee~ 
able to bridge the gap, and I do not expect the Israelis to {~ 
come np with anything significantly new tomorrow night. In \~.) / 
the meantime, I am canvassing Sadat again to see whether he "-------..._/' 
has any new suggestions which might help eliminate the deadlock. 

i~ The tragedy is that Israel knows it must have an agreement and 
yet is paralyzed by its domestic politics. ~ie may be witnessing 
the twilight of democracy." DECU,;?2~?IED 

N~'~ Fr~~C; '; 1i:>;,;,:~,-. ~';·i~ ,. ;~ ;.:r:~'
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CHECK LIST 

JERUSALEM i l-tARCH 22 

Mr. Secretary: 

It may be that the Israeli leadership has made a 
strategic judgment that it would be better for the 
present negotiations to fail than to pay what is 
obj ectively the relatively lirni ted price Sadat is no~'1 
asking, and is just maneuvering to put itself in the 
best possible tactical position when the failure becomes 
public. If this is the case, it will only prolong a 
fruitless debate to try to find solutions to the 
specific problems they raise because, under these 
circumstances, they are raising these issues only as 
a smokescreen and will find new issues as fast as 
old ones are resolved. For example, the whole 
range of questions involving specific components 
of non-belligerency offer opport~~ities for endless 
haggling. 

On the other hand,' it may also be possible that they 
are genuinely frightened of the consequences of a 
failure but.just do not know how to get themselves 
out of the box they have put themselves in. If this 
is the case, then there could be' some value in 
introducing some U.S. "ideas" -- not a written 
"proposal" that could become an easy target to 
try to break the stalemate. ~_ 

Attached for you to think about, therefore, are: 

some talking points to open the meeting 
tonight putting forward some possible 
reflections on where the negotiations stand 
and then 

a separate page on each of the major outstand
ing issues showing how each might be resolved. 

One of these papers describes a possible 
approach to the problem of the lines, and 
a map is at the back of the package for your 
use only just to give you the opportunity to 
see how it would look. 

Joe, Roy, Bob, Hal 
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i 1G 	 TALKING POINTS 

1. 	 We beth agreed last night we would rerlect on 
the s~:~ation during the day. 

2. 	 Let's leave aside the question of how we got here 
and review the conceptual problem we face. 

3. 	 A bas~c element in the present im-oasse is the 
follc·... ing: 

When we agreed on the step-by-step approach 
one of the unwritten premises was that each 
side would not force the other side to address 
the issues of a final 	settlement. Each side 
tacitly agreed not to ask for recognition of 
its ultimate demands as preconditions ·for an 
interim agreement. 

..~ 
! 	 A major problem in the present situation is 

that Israel is asking for non-belligerency, 
which the Arabs regard as an element of a final 
peace agreement or at least, a near-final 
settlement. Israel is asking for this in return 
for withdrawals to much less than final borders. 
I know the lawyers will argue that non-belligerency 
1s not peace, and I don't want to get into that. 
No one can argue that non-belligerency is not a 
major component of peace and that, in return for 
non-belligerency the Arabs are· reasonable in 
talking about major Israeli withdrawals. 

The Israeli negotiating team has now reduced its 
requirement to an Egyptian corr~itment not to use 
force for the dUration of the agreement. This is 
the military component of non-belligerency and 
would be a major step for Sadat; in return, he 
should expect a withdrawal which he can justify 
to his people and military. 

8ECRE':P/NODIS 
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NON-USE OF FORCE 

The Egypti~~s have agreed essentially to the Israeli 
.formulation: 

"Egypt and Israel resolve that the con.flict 
between them shall not be solved by military 
means and can only be solved by peace.ful 
means. 

They hereby undertake not to resort to the 
threat or use o.f .force against each other 
and to settle all disputes between them 
by negotiations and other peace.ful means. 
The Parties will give written assurances to 
the USG to this e.f.fect. 

They con.firm their obligation to scrupulously 
observe the cease.fire on land~ sea and air 
called .for by the United Nations Security 
Council and to re.frain .from all military 

,or para-military actions against each other." 
- (The .final phrase in the Israeli .formulation 

would be dropped so the language would con.form 
to that in the January 1974 agreement.) 

In addition, Sadat has agreed to give the U.S'. an oral 
assurance that Eg~rpt \'1ill not participate i.f Syria 
launches an attack or a war o.f attritl0n against 
Israel. 

u.s. idea: The U.S. could agree with Israel that the 
U.S. would not consider Israel to be 'in violation o.f the 
agreement i.f Syria attacks Israel or begins a war o.f 
attrition~ Egypt uses .force, and Israel attacks either 
Syria or Egypt. 
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THE LINE AND ARNS LIMITATION 

u.s. idea: We might think of working out a line with 
the followir.g elements: 

No::-th of the mo'untains, an Egyptian move 
east of the present Israeli limited armaments 
a::-ea. 

At the Gidi Pass, apply the. principle of 
Egyptian and Israeli forces equidistant from 
the mouth of the pass (to allow Israel to keep 
its intelligence site in the buffer zone). 

At the Mitla Pass, allow Egyptian and Israeli 
forces at the western and eastern ends of 
the pass respectively. 

At the southern end of the military area, 
bring a dotted line to the coast just north 
of the Sudr Pass road. This would separate 
the limited armaments area from a no-armaments 

- area. Have ~lixed Commission checkpoints on 
the north south roads at that point. 

Establish an area of Egyptian civilian admin
1stration along the Gulf coast running to a 
point south of the Belayim oil fields. The 
UNEF could operate in this area as the 
UNDOF operates in the area of disengagement 
under the Israel-Syrian agreement. Egyptian 
police could operate here. 

Each side would have an early warning site 
in the buffer zone. . 

ln connection with this line, limitation of forces and 
armament would be dealt with on the basis of two 
principles: 

I 

The entire area between the Egyptian line 
and the Suez ~anal north of the area of 
Egyptian civilian administration would be 
an area of limited armaments and forces. 
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There would be an area of comparable size 
and ~imitation behind the Israeli line. 

Generals Gamasy and Gur would be asked to 
present a plan for cleployment west or,the 
Canal and east of the Israeli limited area 
that would permit each side to reduce their 
level of mobilization. 
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DURATION 

Duration of the Agreement 

On the duration of the agreement, Egypt has accented 

that the agreement will remain in effect until it is 

superseded by another agreement. 


U.s. idea: The U.S. would be willing to supplement 

this by including something like the following in a 

U.S.-Israeli Memo of Understanding: 


"It is the policy of the United States and 
Israel that negotiations toward an overall peace 
agreement must continue and that negotiations on 
other fronts should take precedence over further 
withdrawals on the Egyptian-Israeli front. To 
this end, while agreeing that negotiations on 
the elements of an overall peace agreement must 
begin, the United States and Israel understand 
that the United States will not press Israel for 

. .further withdrawal on the Egyptian front for at 
least two years. In this ~ontext, it is under
stood that negotiations on an overall peace 
between Egypt and Israel may begin during this 
period and, in any case, not later than Narch 1971.1' 

Duration the UN Force 

Egypt has accepted: "The UNEF will continue in its 
.function, and its mandate will be extended annually." 
Sadat has also said privately that he would extend the 
mandate "automatically". There is 'no time limit • 

• 	 U.S. idea: We could perhaps include something like 
the following either in a separate protocol or in 
Egyptian-U.S. and Israeli-U.S. Memoranda of Understanding: 

"Egypt and Israel commit themselves to the U.S. 
to do everything in their power to ensure the 
continuation of the UNEF for a period of at least 
.five years or until this understanding shall be 
altered by agreement of both sides. If the UN 

SECRE'i' 
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Security Council should for any reason fail to 
renew the UNEF mandate, Egypt, Israel and the 
U.S. agree to work together to see that the 
responsibilities of the UNEF are carried out by 
othe~ means. Among others, Egypt and Israel 
would request UNTSO to assume i~~ediately the 
responsibilities of UNEF; would request the UN 
Secretary General to increase the number of 
UNTSO personnel for this purpose; and would 
strengthen their own representation to the Mixed 
Commission to assist in accomplishing this task." 

-SEGRET



A STRONG BUFFER 


Egypt has agreed to the UNEF and a Mixed Commission. 

u.S. ideas: If it were important to the Israelis ana 
agreement on the lines could be achieved, the U.S. might 
make an effort to achieve the foilowing: 

One Egyptian and one Israeli early warning 
site each in the buffer zone. 

We might try to establish the principle 
or civilian manning in order to make 
this consistent with Egyptian civilian 
administration. 

UNEF could guard these sites along with 
Israeli or Egyptian personnel. 

We could assure U.S. aerial reconnaissance on a 
more rrequent basis. 

We could raise again the question of Israeli 
and Egyptian aerial reconnaissance. 
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STEPS 	 To\iARD PEACE 

U.S. idea: Building on what has been agreed and what 
further clarifications we might achieve in Aswan, we 
might be able to include in some form in connection with 
the agreement the following in response to the Israeli 
list: 

(a) 	 Open bridges: free movement of Arab people 
and goods in and out of Sinai and Gaza. 

(b) 	 Non-restriction on ships and planes: We 
would check on whether Egypt ~iould allow 
occasional cruise ships and charter flights 
to go directly between Eg~~t and Israel on 
a case-by-case basis. (There is precedent 
in current practice.) 

(c) 	 Hostile propaganda: We would ask whether 
Sadat would agree with us to reduce 
propaganda in some specific areas which 
are of particular concern to Israel. (Could 
Israel define these?) 

(d) 	 Suspension of economic warfare: We already 
have Sadat's agreement to move quietly. We 
could ask whether he could give us any more 
precise idea on how we could approach this 
and how many U.S. firms might be involved. 

. 	 . 
(e) 	 Cessation of diplomatic pressures: We would 

ask whether Egypt might let African nations 
know it has no objection to their renewing 
relations with Israel. Perhaps Sadat would 
agree not to stimulate attacks on Israel in 
international organizations.' 

(f-g) 	Freedom of navigation and Canal passage:

These are agreed but we could see whether 

Sadat would put it in the agreement. 


(h) 	 Joint Committees: These are agreed. We 
could be more precise in defining responsibilities. 

">-,.. \ 
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